
Upgrade your TV, music, and gaming experiences with this 
impressively compact and easy-to-use soundbar. Experience 
precisely balanced sound, including crisp dialogue and solid 
bass, plus streamlined control with your TV remote, the 
Sonos app, Apple AirPlay 2, and more.

Ray
The all-in-one soundbar for all



Jam-packed with power 
Experience rich, precisely balanced sound 
powered by two high-performing tweeters, a pair of 
meticulously engineered woofers, and proprietary 
anti-distortion technology.

Crisp dialogue
Never miss a word thanks to fine-tuning by leading 
Hollywood sound engineers and Trueplay software 
that adapts the sound for the unique acoustics of your 
space. For even greater clarity, turn on the Speech 
Enhancement setting in the Sonos app. 
Trueplay requires a supported iOS device. 

Forward-thinking design for the perfect fit
Neatly tuck the soundbar into your media stand or 
mount it to the wall. All the acoustic components face 
forward to minimize interference from nearby surfaces. 

Zero-stress setup
Connect Ray to virtually any TV with optical output, 
and use your existing remote to control the sound.

Dynamic Sound that enhances the drama
Feel like you’re at the center of the story or song with 
advanced processing that creates a surprisingly wide 
soundstage and accurately positions elements in the room. 

Four Class-D digital amplifiers.

Two full-range woofers ensure you’ll hear the  
faithful playback of mid-range vocal frequencies  
plus deep, rich bass.

Two tweeters create crisp high frequencies  
and clear dialogue.

Colors 
Black, White

Dimensions - W x D x H 
22.00 x 3.74 x 2.79 in (559 x 95 x 71 mm)

Weight 
4.29 lb (1.95 kg)

Tech Specs

Works with all your favorite services
Stream from more than 100 services and easily manage them all in the Sonos app.

It gets better
The secret is in the software, with 
regular updates that improve the 
sound and give you access to the 
latest features.

No strings attached
Make movie night more immersive 
when you add a subwoofer and pair  
of rear speakers for wireless  
surround sound. 

Listen here, there, everywhere
Enjoy TV in the living room while you 
stream music in the bedroom, or 
group all your speakers to play one 
thing everywhere.  


